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T. KOMAΊSU AND K. TAKASHIMA dimension of range {w(t); O^ί^l} is 2 quasi-everywhere. Let (Ω, 3, P, J? τ ( )) be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on W. Since a Borel subset A of W has zero capacity if and only if P[X£ )&A foranyτ] = l (cf. Fukushima [1] , Kusuoka [6] ), it is sufficient to prove the continuity of -fy(a> X τ ( )) in T and the uniform convergence of ψ n (X τ ( )) in T.
In case d=2, the limit functional lίmψ n (w)=ψ(w) is formally expressed by = T I' Γ 2 Jo Jo (C is an infinite constant), which is similar to the inter sectional local time considered in Wolpert [11] . Westwater [10] investigated a similar functional in connection with the study of long polymer chains in R 3 . Finally, we shall mention the relative result of Shigekawa [7] : the 1 -dimensional Brownian local time exists quasi-everywhere.
The authors wish to express their hearty gratitude to Prof. M. Fukushima and to Prof. S. Kusuoka for their suggestion and advice.
Singular Wiener functional
Let Wbe the Banach space of all /^-valued continuous functions w=(w(t)) on [0, 1] satisfying zϋ(0)=0; c ϊ^, the usual Borel field and Q, the Wiener measure on (V, W). Set, for
Considering that Δ/ ε (α, x) -> (d-ά) \ x \ ~* as 6 I 0, we shall define
where Δ denotes the Laplacian and w(s y ί)=w(t)-w(s Let g ζ (a, x) be the isotropic function satisfying (α, Λ?)=/ e (α, x) and ge(a,Q) = Q.
Then g 9 (a, x) is given by
Let #' denote the transposed vector of x y x y=x'y, the inner product of column vectors x and j>, and 9'9=(9 I 9y): t/xrf-matrix. Define
for a process h(t, w) adapted to σ-fields σ(w(u)\ t^u^l). Then we see that j/.(α, «<*, 1)) * = g,( a> w(Q, 1))-J^ dg,(a, w(ί, 1)) rfw(ί) , Γ 3/ t (α, a ίί, ί)) ώ = 9g,(a, w(0, ί))-(' (ίί«;(ί))' 3
Jo Jo Therefore we have From (1.4) we have
The following theorem is proved in Section 2. The process X r = (X !,.(•)) is called the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on W. Fix T and σ. Then the process ίAΛΛ->^Γ τ (ί) is a rf-dimensional Brownian motion and
We shall prove the following theorems. From the theorem we see that ιjr(α, w)<oo quasί-every where, ί.^. except INTERSECΠONAL LOCAL TIME 917 on a zero capacity set. Especially Ψ n (w)<oo quasi-everywhere.
Elementary inequalities
Fix 0<α<2 and set 2/3=2a. We shall consider the functions In this and the following sections, we shall use the convenient practice of letting c 's stand for unimportant positive constants which may change from line to line.
or any x, y, 0<£< 1 and \v\<*2.
Proof. Since 0^φ,(u)^~k^c ε q.e.d.
Next, define We see that logβ log(«/w)
\β-\nf-
Then it is easy to prove (2.9) from (2.7 Let Ψ(w) denote the right hand side of (1.7). From (0.2), (1.6) and the above inequality, it is easily proved that From we know that Ψ n (w)->Ψ(w) a.e. as w->oo. q.e.d.
Preliminary estimates
Let G β (x) be the function defined by (2.6). From (1.6) we see that
Hence, for any 0^τ, σ^ 1, Similarly we have c-P E| P {Q'QGP(X4t, ί)) dX#)-d'dG* (Xj(s, ί) ) Jθ Js
E| ' Q'
From the Burkholder inequality we see that 
Fix 0<α<2 and let : G,(Λ?) be the function defined by (2.1). Replace the function G β (x) by the function G^(x) in the above arguments. Then we have the following estimate, which is much simpler than (3.5). Next, we shall consider the moment inequality with respect to the process ψ(α, X r ). Let G β (x) be the function defined by (2.6). So the proof is completed. q.e.d.
In consideration of (2.9) we shall define, for | v \ =2, 
Proof of theorems
We shall prove Theorem 2 and 3 applying the following lemma. The basic idea of the lemma is communicated by Prof. S. Kusuoka. 
